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Congratulations to another successful White Rock Half Ironman. Alot of extras thrown in by the Extribe 
group
to celebrate their 5th year running. We arrived late this year just in time for the race briefing wich was
simple, compact and complete. Missed out on getting bike pjorn and triathlon talk among those present. 
The transition duffle bags were super cool with runing caps as well. Melvin & Sonia represented TBB to 
do bike check & have a small sales booth but customs held up things.
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Extribe honored their 5 time participants Maiqui Dayrit, Peter Yabut, Marty De Castro, Jerry Santos & Jojo 
Macalintal.
They were given gift items from New Balance. Marty arrived late and Jerry had to pull-out late.
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Being late, I wasn't able to take much of the bikes pics for BRides and just went once over the coral to 
see the rides.
Busy checking all the bikes was the TBB crew with their hard working mechanic Jason handling all the 
bikes thoroughly. Extribe
regular Hermie was closeby giving support.
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I've worn different hats in a triathlon...a participant, volunteer, course designer, race director, bike 
transition & emcee.
This year, I took on a new task with Extribe, draft marshall. In the first four years of WRT, Eric Imperio 
managed to do draft marshalling from his trusty Nissan, all by himslef which was not as easy with a four 
wheeled vehicle. This year, WRT had 2 draft marshals on big bikes plus Eric. Our patrol started from the 
first aid station 23k from the start. Being first relay, I covered the first 10k back & forth. The second
relay of John Layug & Sonny Bautista handled the next 10k till Cabangan.
It was a whole new perspective for me. Wow....not only was the speed on a big bike nail biting....it was 
at times scary! On a borrowed retro motorcycle helmet, and in my cargo shorts, God knows how I would 
end up if I kissed the pavement.
Being a race marshal, we were allowed to go in and out of gaps in the traffic. We waved incoming traffic 
to move aside (even if we were on their lane), motioned other vehicles to give way and counterflowed 
like hell at anytime! It reminded me of my kids playing Grand Theft Auto...like there were no rules but 
this time we had the "teeth" to go against traffic rules since we were marshals. My drivers bike had no 
hand grabs or leather strap on the seat for the passenger. So most of the time, specially on the high 
speed moments, I gave my driver a shoulder squeeze enough to submit even Kimbo Slice.
We tried our best to cover all riders on close riding formations. Even with our best efforts, there were still 
some stories told to me post race about packs being formed. I guess we need more bikes on the road to 
cover more situations. More on the drafting issue on another thread.

This was my view from the bike. The roads at certain portions were newly paved as in "black tar" new.
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I could not make a complete race report as my perspective of the race was on the bike portion. Missed 
alot of transition action as to who came in t1 & t2 first. Most of the time on the big bike, I could not keep 
tabs on the standings as I was focused on the task of drafting, I did not know anymore who was ahead 
of who. We zig zagged back and forth on our area about 8-10 times. I also could not take much pics on 
the big bike as I wanted to, pics here were from my fone. Besides, it was scary enough riding the big 
bike.

My expectations of the race to be between the three former National champions turned out correct with 
unknown Dane Cantwell coming into the equation. Last minute replacement racing on a "borrowed" slot 
but not eligible for podium or prize money was Keegan Williams from New Zealand. He raced in Frank 
Lacsons slot since Frank was injured. Lead the race from start to finish...on a Cervelo Soloist that had a 
dent and a crack on the top tube. He is in town to start training with TBB. Arland then technically lead 
the race from start to finish, Nonoy coming close at one point of the run but leg cramps prevented him. 
George Vilog had a strong final kick on the run to get the third podium slot. What an aero tri bike could 
do for this guy.....

On the womens side...some surprises from my point of view. Monica Torres much stronger now with her 
TBB training. So strong that she came in 9th overall..just a place behind her boyfriend & popular fitness 
coach Jojo Macalintal! BUT...even more impressive was popular TV host' Tricia Chiongbians race...only 
two minutes behind Monica considering she still has a day job to schedule with her training. I saw for 
myself how strong Tricia is on the bike. She was trading legal pulls on the bike with some heralded 
bikers. Also Joyette Jopson who only last year was struggling to keep up at the tail end of the XRC 
womens road race, now an age-group podium finisher. It's in the Jopson genes...Nonoy,Jeng & Popong, 
now Joyette.



Here is Joyette passing a much bigger rider on the bike....
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In my beat, I flagged down 4 vehicles, apparently unaware that support of any kind was not allowed. We 
informed them of the pending dq their rider could be penalized and instructed to head back to Transition. 
Though several packs were forming, we chased them down as best we could and monitored them from 
behind before pouncing on them for a warning. Everyone complied but we could only monitor them to a 
certain point. I am pretty sure some of these riders went back to their "illegal" formations when out of 
our radar.

This is how it looks before we pounce on them, the shadow clearly showing how close they were....

We did not automatically stop a pack like this, if they maintained this formation longer than necessary & 
shows an advantage gained, we rode by them immediately. I guess this year it will be a warning, next 
year, infractions will be handed out more strictly. Eric flagged down a rider who drafted behind a tricycle, 
that was blatant and desreved the stop & go.

We chanced upon Joel Ferrer of Polotri who unfortunately lost a crank arm bolt and his right crank 
detached. This was a difficult situation as we could not in any way make a band aid repair.
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One of the added features in this years WRT was the aid station midway on the bike. Extribe was trying 
out the suggestions of participants and it looks like it will stay. All water supplies in the two stations (out 
& back) were used up with Eric having to buy more. We also had a dnf incident in this very aid station 



which proved all its worth. Next year, participants can plan their supplies with these two aid stations in 
mind, hoping to lighten what they carry on the bike.

Here's Eric very calmly handling a rider who momentarily collapsed while in the aid station..
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When race leader Keegan Williams passed us at aid station 1, Arland was about a minute & some change 
down, followewd closely by Nonoy Jopson. Later on in the race, headed back to T2, I came across these 
three and surprisingly, Arland & Nonoy seemed to maintain the distance with very very little lost. 
Considering the leader had all the escorts to clear the path, Arland & Nonoy had to fight their way thru 
traffic & other obsatcles on the road.
Everyone seemed to have faster times this year. Faster in the bike specifically. The run was still the 
same..........purgatory. We made a round thru the run course to check on supplies & it was carnage. 
Almost everyone was walking up & down that hill. Even inside the "treeless" Subic course, it was hot, 
hilly and long. If the seemingly flat bike course made you feel good, this hilly run course will ask for a 
payback. It is surreal in the run to be so wasted, having pain all over, overheating, wishing it was all over 
and be right by a cemetery.

The "long treeless run"
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One of my "technique" observations was George Vilog chasing Peter Gonzales & Dane Cantwell. Peter & 
Danes' positions were effortless & smooth. Tucked position in their aerobikes (both Orbea Ordu), they 
were really cutting the wind at about 48-50kph easily. George was behind them, visibly grinding a much 
bigger gear, often having to stand up to add more speed just to keep up. George was on a regular road 
bike for ITU set-up (shorty bars). Every now & then he would fall back & make another effort to cling on 
(legally). I'm not sure if George is a natural big gear masher, but he could have done better and shaved 
more from his 7 minute deficit to race winner Arland if he did less efforts on his bike.His set-up is good 
for ITU drafting races, not long flat non-drafting races like WRT.
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Could not pick a bike out as the best in the coral.I did not have the time to scrutinize all the set-ups with 
the tight schedule. But here are interesting "pinoy mcgiver" solutions to tri bike necesities.

Here is a clever way to make your own behind the saddle bottle cage. Edison Ticzon used some form of 
extended mtb bar-end clip on:
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Here is A.Casero's take on his hydration system. He could access all three bottles on his bike with 
different hoses. Each bottle was also provided with a return flow to aide in the air pressure within each 
bottle. Clever but might prove a deterent when re-filling. Beside is the new Speedfill of Tony Welsh that 
Mr.Casero probably had the idea from.
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Big thanks to Eric, Daryl & Taleng for letting me in the Extribe crew again this year. Along with all the 
Extribers Doc Kit, Sally, Sonny B., John & all the rest, my appreciation for your invaluable efforts to the 
sport of traithlon. The pre race planning & meetings they do before this event, many of you don't see. 
The dedication & allegiance the Extribe crew have for WRT is remarkable, every year. It really is a 
rewarding experience to volunteer for a group that has the heart to make an event worthwhile more 
than make a profit. I really look forward to more triathletes joining this race and making it bigger.

Would like to give credit to Gerson "Not-not" (pronounced "naught naught") Dubria my big bike driver. 
He had a bad crash two weeks prior to WRT that gave me a bit of a scare in the start. Not2 was very 
adept in steering that big bike. His judgement when to pass & when not to risk it was impeccable. But I 
have to charge him for the excessive shoulder massage I gave him that day. Long after our duty to 
patrol the bike leg, I went with him on the run portion. As a sense of duty, he went to each aid station to 
check on supplies. I was already low-bat at this stage but his energy was encouraging.
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Before I close and hope to see everyone again in 2009...it was the first time I stayed long enough for the 
awards night. Man have I missed a big thing. It is a  MUST to stay for with or without an award. In fact, 
next year, try to stay long enough till the later part of the party...it's where all the fun happens! All 
triathlons should end this way...

Congratulations to all the finishers!!!!
Complete 2008 WRT results can be viewed at:
http://www.extribe.com.ph/main.php?sctn=2&indx=16

Still to happen:
Oct 12- Alabang Sprint (Alabang) http://www.triathlon.org.ph/events.htm
Oct 19 - National Duathlon (Clark) http://www.triathlon.org.ph/events.htm
Nov 22-23 - Anvaya Invitational Tri
Dec 6 - Extri (San Juan, Batangas) http://www.extribe.com.ph/main.php


